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Bike Copenhagen with Mike 

"Bike Tours"

Copenhagen has one of the most bicycle-friendly road plan in the world.

Coupled with locals who share a passion for biking, the city is as bike

friendly as it can possibly get. It's no wonder then, that the humble bicycle

is one of the best ways to explore the city. Traverse the city streets on a

bike like a local, with the tours offered by Bike Copenhagen with Mike.

Your city-born tour guide, known affectionately as Bike Mike or simply

Mike brings a unique edgy personality to the tours, doling out information,

you're unlikely to find in any tour guide. Visitors can bring in their own

bikes or rent one from Mike's rental shop. Check website for a list of tours

and more information.

 +45 2639 5688  www.bikecopenhagenwith

mike.dk/

 bikecopenhagenwithmike

@gmail.com

 Sankt Peders Stræde 47,

Copenhagen
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Kanalrundfarten 

"Copenhagen by Canal"

One of the best ways to see Copenhagen is by taking a trip on one of the

canal tours and admiring the sights from the water. The season lasts from

1 May to 1 September. Tour 1 departs from Gammel Strand and Tour 2

from Kongens Nytorv. A tour guide accompanies you on both trips and

information is provided in the main European languages. Tour 3 is longer

and departs from Gammel Strand and includes Holmen and Trekroner.

This tour is particularly suitable for families because it is possible to

disembark at certain points.

 +45 3296 3000  www.canaltours.com/  canaltours@canaltours.dk  Gammel Strand 26,

Copenhagen
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Go Segway 

"Segway Tours"

If walking around the city doesn't appeal to you and biking seems too

hectic to be fun, Go Segway is the perfect option for you. Take in the

sights and sound of the city at a leisurely pace on the cool two wheelers.

Knowledgeable tour guides will take you around some of the city's best

attractions with friendly commentary interspersed with fun nuggets

through the radio. The standard Best of CPH Tour lasts for two hours,

while the shorter one-hour Mini Tour is for those who are in a hurry. Check

website for more.

 +45 2970 8190  www.go-segway.dk/  info@go-segway.dk  Niels Hemmingsens Gade

20, Copenhagen
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